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Original BTC celebrates its 30th anniversary in 2020 with the launch of the limited edition Hector 30.

The first light ever produced in bone china, the now-iconic Hector has been updated with a satin

brass stem and black cotton braided cable, replacing the original satin chrome stem and sand and

taupe cable. One of the lighting manufacturer’s earliest designs, the Hector is still crafted by hand

in the original factory where the first prototype was produced.

“With a family history steeped in manufacturing and design, exploring new ways with traditional

materials and skills has long been my passion,” explains Original BTC founder Peter Bowles. Drawn

to bone china’s translucency, he approached a Stoke-on-Trent tableware factory with the brief to

produce a domed lamp shade and matching base. “Accustomed to making teapots, the factory

manager thought I was a little barmy – but the fact the Hector is now sold in over eighty countries

does suggest I was onto something,” smiles Peter. From the earliest days, quality and mix of

materials was key. Unsatisfied with the finish of commonly used plastic lighting flex, Peter replaced

it with woven cotton braid snipped off the family iron, now one of the brand’s best-loved and

instantly recognised features.

Later, when a visit to Stoke revealed the factory was under threat of closure, he promptly took on

the business, including all staff. “We were determined to invest in the heart of the British ceramics

industry,” explains son Charlie, with whose support Original BTC has grown to become The Original

BTC Group, following the acquisitions of heritage marine lighting brand Davey Lighting, LED lighting

brand Beadlight and four UK manufacturing facilities. Champions of ‘Made in Britain’, Peter and

Charlie have merged and streamlined all brands and factories to ensure smooth running and

profitability, creating a comprehensive catalogue of world-class British lighting designs united by a

focus on longevity, craft and a passion for pushing the boundaries of production.

Using techniques unchanged for 30 years, Hector 30 shades and bases are slip-cast moulded by

hand, then smoothed with sponges before firing, with each component passing through the hands

of ten craftspeople, over a period of six days. “British, timeless, classic – the Hector is quite literally

what Original BTC stands for,” finishes Charlie.

CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF BRITISH TIMELESS CLASSICS

Hector 30 table light £185, floor light £255, 

wall light from £135


